Porsche 928 s4 specs

Developed in the s as a replacement of the , the was eventually sold alongside the rear-engine
sports car. Production lasted from until In addition to the base model, Porsche offered an S
variant and later on changed the badge to the S4. The sedan carried over unchanged until when
it received a facelift that included minor design changes, a new twin-turbo engine and hybrid
model, and a long-wheelbase version. Ever since the Panamera hit the market there were
rumors that Porsche is looking to expand the lineup with several body styles, including a
shooting brake and a coupe. While the shooting brake has already been previewed by a concept
car and spotted testing as a prototype, the Germans made no official statements about the
two-door. Come and our trusty paparazzi caught an awkward Panamera test car on the move
and we might finally have proof that Porsche is indeed looking to launch a large luxury coupe.
Details are still under wraps and some say that these awkward looking prototypes might be
mules for the upcoming Continental GT, which will share underpinnings with the
second-generation Panamera, but we think Porsche is pulling the trigger on a coupe that will
essentially revive the Keep reading to find out more about what it may bring to the table, and
stay tuned for updates. Let us know what do you think about it in the comments section below.
In an interview with Automotive News Europe, Mueller announced that the company plans to
expand by at least four new models by , with the first two to arrive being the Spyder and the
Macan. One of the remaining two is a new sports car â€” rumored to be called â€” slotted
between the and Spyder. The final new model will be a new sedan that is smaller than the
Panamera. The next-generation Panamera will also see a few more derivatives, including a
coupe defined as a successor for the famous Porsche Supercars are our bread and butter. They
are not only super-fast, but they also look amazing and are very rare. With all of those awesome
features also comes a super price. Sure, it may not have fancy leather, a killer stereo system,
navigation, Bluetooth, or any other modern features, but you will get yourself a true sports car.
Very rarely do you see a concept version get sent back under the covers without being seen by
the public for the next 25 years. It must be noted that the H50 Concept bears a striking similarity
to the s that were produced from to The overall profile is similar, including the long, sliding
hood that harkens back to the aesthetic profile of the We pretty much just finished the Museum
Secrets Part One video and Porsche has already graced us with part two of this awesome
series. The Museum Secrets series is outlining the new storage facility for the Porsche Museum
and also showing us a glimpse of some of the most awesome cars that pass through the
museum. Part two, thankfully, focuses a lot more on the storage facilities contents â€” a ton of
rare Porsches. The guys at Porsche outlined seven cars for us, some of which we never knew
even existed. Way back in , we all knew and loved a far less creepy and odd-acting Tom Cruise,
who was best known for movies like "Top Gun" and "Risky Business," and less known for being
love-drunk crazy on the Oprah Winfrey Show. Now the Profiles in History auction group is
offering up the car that Cruise drove on the set for auction. Actually, there were three cars
driven on set, but this saw far more screen time and seat time with Cruise than the other two
drive cars. So, how has this car held up after Cruise was finished burning up, err, learning to
use the clutch? What is a car like this selling for? Is it really worth my money? October 5, was a
very sad day for the American computer industry: Steve Jobs - the creator of the first
commercially successful lines of personal computers, the Apple II series - passed away after
losing his battle with a rare pancreatic cancer. Steve Jobs did many great things for the
technological world, so as homage to a great man, we thought it would be interesting to talk a
little about one of his first projects. You see, the first Macintosh computer Jobs designed was
actually influenced by his Porsche Andy Hertzfeld, a member of the original Apple development
team, recalls the discussion in March during a late night at the office. The design for the first
Mac was released in February Jobs had worked tirelessly, attempting to produce the best
Porsche-like design for the computer. Unfortunately, we hate to be the bearer of bad news
because this sketch is nothing more than just one of hundreds, maybe even thousands, of
sketch designs to come out of Stuttgart. The classic was powered by a 4. This was just enough
to sprint the car from 0 to 60 mph in 5. The "new" will feature the same drive-train layout. In the
understatement of the year â€” so far, at least - the Porsche Panamera has been a remarkable
success for the folks of Stuttgart. Fresh off the success of the all new Porsche Panamera, it is
rumored that the German sports car builder is working on a larger GT Coupe that would serve
as a spiritual successor of the classic along the same lines as the new four door Grand Tourer.
Ever since the four-door Panamera had been a rumor, there were coupe rumors to go with it. So
Porsche is looking to place another large car in its lineup. While the Panamera will likely be the
base of the new , there is no word yet on how different the sheetmetal will be. The original was
designed to replace the , but history had other plans for it. Comparing to the Panamera, the GT
Coupe will have a shorter wheelbase and will loose some weights. This will make it sportier than
the sedan. The Porsche might develop a new "" we say might because there is nothing sure for
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first released, its design was something completely different from what most would have
described as a car. It was so futuristic for its time that even science fiction movies had not yet
created something comparable. Its design included aluminum and polyurethane, which were
just starting to be used in car manufacturing. This allowed for its long, sleek, sophisticated
lines. It also earned the European Car of the Year Award which was high praise and reflective of
its popularity. At the time the Porsche was first released, Porsche was just 28 years old. The
company was young, and the new car marked a decidedly different direction away from the
earlier model. The had a V8 engine set under a long sculpted hood with the cab of the car
further backward. The smooth styling was a look of high performance, and the interior was the
look of luxury. One of its most famous engineering features which distinguished it from other
cars was its Porsche engineered Weissach Axle. It was a never before accomplished technology
which gave the rear wheels active movement of the toe-in which provided an extremely high
level of lateral grip as the car was cornering. Though much controversy erupted over the
futuristic styling, just as much occurred over the engine choice. But, once driven, people fell in
love with it. Each of the models sought to achieve a revamp of the initial version in order to
either improve performance or to improve its interior and exterior design. In some cases, buyers
were able to specify certain features. One case in point was the S2 Coupe, which featured
luxurious interior equipment additions such as power leather seats, electric windows and
mirrors, air conditioning, cassette stereo in both AM and FM, cruise control and metallic paint.
Another improved model was the European S4 which featured a more powerful engine, better
ergonomic seat design with Linen leather upholstery, and a much better transmission. The last
update was released in in Europe and in the United States. The had been a forceful presence in
the supercar industry for 16 years. The last model was the most comfortable, featured the most
powerful engine, and the most luxurious interior of all. It was sold by Volo Auto Museum at
auction in Calabasas Hills, California, and was the 5- speed manual transmission car that taught
Cruise how to drive a stick shift. With a top speed of mph, the Porsche S model was literally the
fastest car sold in throughout the United States. There is no substitute. To say the film and the
car were hot is an understatement. Almost everyone who saw the film wanted the car, or wanted
to be Cruise, or both. From the to the The transaxle design brought significant success to the
company, not only monetarily but in terms of prestige. The new design was built and sold to
almost , customers around the world. The concept car S4 cabriolet was never produced, but this
prototype car is being shown next to five additional versions. Though the transaxle era lasted
more than 15 years, its active production of new models eventually came to an end. Its
innovative designs put Porsche in the forefront of supercar technology in a way that has not
been duplicated. For this reason, the company has been participating in exhibits, showing the
car models which created history. There has been much speculation about future concept cars
either currently in design or scheduled for design. But, Porsche has yet to advertise along these
lines on its main website. The company has opened a development center with three new
buildings. These house the electronics integration center, a concept car construction facility
and an aero-acoustic wind tunnel. Located in Baden-Wurttemberg, the Weissach center is said
to represent German engineering expertise. The center is focused on technology that is cutting
edge. The development center represents the largest monetary investment that Porsche has
made to date. It is nearby the test track that the company has used since One French designer,
Anthony Colard, recently produced a new concept car design for a modern Porsche. He used
his design during a job interview with Porsche. In fact, he was told that his designs were not
clean or simple. So, he countered by taking two weeks to create the concept car which he said
would bring the model back into the current Porsche line. The designer believes that his car is
the best of a blend of Porsche old and new. The concept car images and information was

posted online in a article by Leith Porsche, for fans of the to consider and enjoy. It is the hope
of many Porsche fans, that the company will indeed develop a new concept car for the future.
Until then, current and future Porsche owners may join groups such as the Porsche Club of
America to access news and events related to the and other classic Porsche cars. Garrett by
trade is a personal finance freelance writer and journalist. With over 10 years experience he's
covered businesses, CEOs, and investments. However he does like to take on other topics
involving some of his personal interests like automobiles, future technologies, and anything
else that could change the world. You must be logged in to post a comment. This site uses
Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. The History and
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designing the , which went into series production as of model year , the focus was on
lightweight construction. The doors, front wings and bonnet were therefore made from
aluminium instead of sheet steel. The had round, electrically operated pop-up headlights that
were integrated in the wings. The rounded fastback was dominated by the large window of the
rear lid. The displacement of the power unit was increased from an initial 4. Power was
transmitted according to the transaxle principle. To improve aerodynamics, the models were
fitted with a front and rear spoiler from type S MY onwards. The rear axle of the was a
completely new development. What made this double-wishbone suspension â€” also known as
the Weissach axle â€” unique was its toe-in stabilising effect. This worked more or less as a
passive rear-wheel steering, making a significant contribution to the active safety of the Gran
Turismo. Unlike later derivatives, this model did not feature front or rear spoilers. The 4. The
displacement increased from an initial 4. The power output was hp, increasing to hp as of MY
and hp with catalytic converter as of MY The slanting rear end had a black rear wing that
projected away from the body between the wide, flush-fitted tail lights. Its 5. You can now
quickly and easily find selected genuine parts for your classic car using the Porsche Classic
Parts Explorer. Each year, some reissued parts plus selected products for specific models
become available online, along with all of the relevant details, of course. In addition to images
and part numbers, you will find a range of useful information regarding the individual products
and specific usage scenarios. As you can imagine, there is a wealth of information available to
explore. Why not begin your own tour of the Parts Explorer now and find out which reissued
parts are available for your classic car. Incidentally: It is worth checking back regularly. After all,
our product range is always expanding. We look forward to your visit. Rare species deserve
special protection: We are now offering the Porsche Classic Vehicle Tracking System so that
the reliable protection system that our new vehicles already benefit from is also available for
Porsche classic models. Thanks to intelligent, GPS-based monitoring and the associated
appâ€”with a wide range of additional functionsâ€”you can know exactly where your classic car
is at any time. The relationship you have with your Porsche is something very special â€” and
long-term relationships need special care and attention. It can be used on all exterior surfaces
and on all Porsche paint generations. Particularly authentic: the high-quality, classic-style
storage bag with houndstooth pattern. Porsche Model versions. Genuine Parts Catalogue.
Historical Documents. Porsche Classic Parts Explorer. Read more. Product Highlights. Porsche
Classic Vehicle Tracking System Rare species deserve special protection: We are now offering
the Porsche Classic Vehicle Tracking System so that the reliable protection system that our new
vehicles already benefit from is also available for Porsche classic models. Balm for the soul of
your classic car. When designing the , which went into series production as of model year , the
focus was on lightweight construction. The doors, front wings and bonnet were therefore made
from aluminium instead of sheet steel. The had round, electrically operated pop-up headlights
that were integrated in the wings. The rounded fastback was dominated by the large window of
the rear lid. The displacement of the power unit was increased from an initial 4. Power was
transmitted according to the transaxle principle. To improve aerodynamics, the models were
fitted with a front and rear spoiler from type S MY onwards. The rear axle of the was a
completely new development. What made this double-wishbone suspension â€” also known as
the Weissach axle â€” unique was its toe-in stabilising effect. This worked more or less as a
passive rear-wheel steering, making a significant contribution to the active safety of the Gran
Turismo. Unlike later derivatives, this model did not feature front or rear spoilers. The 4. The
displacement increased from an initial 4. The power output was hp, increasing to hp as of MY
and hp with catalytic converter as of MY The slanting rear end had a black rear wing that
projected away from the body between the wide, flush-fitted tail lights. Its 5. You can now
quickly and easily find selected genuine parts for your classic car using the Porsche Classic
Parts Explorer. Regardless of whether you search by model, type or model year, you can

discover genuine parts and spare parts for the relevant classic car in just a few clicks. Each
year, some reissued parts plus selected products for specific models become available online,
along with all of the relevant details, of course. In addition to images and part numbers, you will
find a range of useful information regarding the individual products and specific usage
scenarios. As you can imagine, there is a wealth of information available to explore. Why not
begin your own tour of the Parts Explorer now and find out which reissued parts are available
for your classic car. Incidentally: It is worth checking back regularly. After all, our product range
is always expanding. We look forward to your visit. This website uses cookies. We do this to
better understand how visitors use our site and to offer you a more personal experience. We
share information about your use of our site with social media and analytics partners in
accordance with our Privacy Notice. Porsche Model versions. Porsche Classic Online Shop.
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more. Last year, as the second-generation Porsche Panamera began arriving in dealer
showrooms, its spiritual predecessor, the Porsche , celebrated its 40th anniversary. The is a
unique car that was in many ways significantly ahead of its time. Even today, it invokes many
oohs and aaahs when one rolls through town. And for many, it served as a poster child for
many people's dream car, particularly for those who grew up in the s. Here are seven facts we
learned about the original Porsche and what made it special, aside from being Porsche's
second-ever front-engine vehicle and the company's first-ever front-engine V-8 automobile. It
was originally meant to replace the By the mid-late s, Porsche was increasingly seeing the as a
car that was nearing the end of its evolution. The , along with the entry-level , were supposed to
herald a new era of front-engine, rear-drive Porsches that would feel easier and more modern to
drive. In fact, the was seen as the brand's flagship product, ahead of even the mighty series
Turbo. We all know how things shaped up in the end: The is still extant in the lineup today,
while ended production more than two decades ago. It was the fastest naturally aspirated
production vehicle in the world. He went on to clock in the flying mile at Later that year, the S4
supposedly went on to run a plus mph top speed at Italy's famed Nardo top-speed ring. It was a
Hollywood star. The 's futuristic design and status as a luxury vehicle for the eccentric jetset
garnered it a fair share of screen time. It was the star car in several classic big screen hits of the
s, including "Weird Science," "Risky Business," and "Scarface," which is also one of the
reasons why the Porsche became an icon and an enthusiast's dream. The GTS is most
desirable variant. Offered from to , the GTS received a revised V-8 that was bored and stroked to
a 5. The result was an output of horsepower and a mph time below 6 seconds. With sales
already at their lowest point due to the model's age, Porsche only sent examples of the GTS to
the U. Most s were equipped with automatics. It might seem backwards to put an automatic in a
Porsche, especially one from the s or s. But the manual in the was not at all a shining moment. I
n the example I drove , it functioned as if it was lifted from a Volkswagen Bus instead of a
Porsche thoroughbred. Even when the was new, the automotive press noted that its manual
was not a particular strong suit and, as a result, the automatic was the way to go. Further
reason to delete the third pedal is to emphasize the effortless, luxury grand touring persona of
the It makes extensive use of aluminum and galvanized steel. The Porsche was one of the
earliest production cars to utilize aluminum throughout its construction. Along with the weight
reduction, aluminum also means the Porsche is resi
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stant to rust. Additionally, rust-resistant galvanized steel was employed for the floor pans, roof,
and rear quarter panels. There's actually a saying in Porsche enthusiast land that if you see a
with extensive rust, run in the other direction as something really bad clearly happened during
its life. The set the stage for early passive rear-wheel steering systems. Not only does the 's
transmission sit at the back for better weight distribution, but the transaxle is home to one of
the 's signature features: the famed Weissach axle. Its purpose is to increase the amount of
cornering grip and stability by eliminating the toe-out tendency caused by mid-corner throttle
lifts. The Weissach axle is one of the earliest passive rear-wheel steering setups and a
precursor to active rear-wheel and even four-wheel steering systems. Other manufacturers
adopted similar setups, including Mazda for its second-generation RX7. Close Ad. Chris Chin
writer, photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

